whose name earlier seemed almost impossible both to pronounce and to remember for non-Icelanders, became a much-discussed breaking news, mostly due to blocking a large part of Europe's air traffic.
Even if one might say that it is just an attention grabbing headline in the newsletter or a scintillating and at the same time thoughtprovoking form of PR-communication, it tidily illustrates connected to Northern art and how these natural forces are interpreted from an aesthetic viewpoint. This will then lead us to some further considerations on the particularities of current Northern landscape-representations, with reference to their historical roots.
This curious geological episode and the funnily respectful newsletter that it had inspired may thus remind us of a couple of mesmerising questions: where does this connection of an impressive and at the same time extremely powerful natural phenomenon to the world of art, so particular to Northern art come from? How can we trace the origins of the strong aesthetic appreciation of harsh, challenging, and often even life-threatening natural phenomena? How does the special interpretation of Nature and its mighty phenomena characterise Northern landscape representations? How does this "Northern wilderness" continue to amaze the viewer even in contemporary art, turning the challenging sites into artful sights? Inspired by the newsletter, I could also ask: why does the eruption of a volcano become a "Volcano show" in such a discourse? What is more, this appreciation manifests itself not only in national or regional pride, but -and, in fact, this is even more interesting from the aesthetic point of view -also in a particular choice of subjects in both contemporary and older art. It also influences the special ways of the representation of the elemental experience, as far as composition, display and accent of elements, choice of colours etc. is concerned.
True, the natural phenomenon of the Eyjafjallajökull Volcano was really impressive, but what inspires me here is to investigate the origins of this emphasis on the power of Nature and the appreciation of severe and harsh natural elements, and their often-occurring primary role in classical and contemporary Northern art.
This interest is frequently referred to as "respect of" and "nearness to" Nature, and the expression is regularly quoted when discussing key features of Northern -and also Nordic -art, architecture or even design. However, it may easily seem an automatically used commonplace, without precisely explaining what one would exactly mean by that. Hence it seems worth examining in more detail why in (contemporary) Northern art we find very inspirational artists, whose examination of their relationship to Nature, and whose experience and attempts to represent the effects of elemen- In order to understand this appreciation of the aesthetic qualities of Northern landscapes -both in contemporary and in classical representations -, first we have to examine the distinction itself,
i.e. the differentiation of "Northern" and "Mediterranean" landscapes that began to be discussed already in the early modern age.
In the history of art, the Alps were traditionally considered as a border. A border that divides the Mediterranean lands -or, in a broader sense, the Mediterranean landscape, culture, way of life, art, gastronomy etc. -and the "Northern" ones. Of course the two cannot be separated, and it would be quite difficult to exactly define the precise "borders" of these two regions, especially because both regions turn out to be artificial cultural topoi, a sort of invented category. Fabio Benzi and Luigi Berliocchi describe this almost abstract vision of the Mediterranean region: "It is a topos especially in the modern conception that interprets it as a privileged, natural and spontaneously beautiful landscape: this is the inheritance of a Romantic and thus substantially Northern
European viewpoint that admires this landscape as an element that is not its own but is still somehow close to it, a place of poetry, of dreams, of a melting pot of civilisations and before that even the place of a mythical golden age; an intact place just as the gods had given it to man, who, in the glorious development of civilisation, has in certain parts further cultivated it." 1 Nevertheless the separation of the two regions derive from these quasi-abstract topoi, there are certain factual differences or even oppositions that nurture the separation and diversification, as well as the definition of these regions. It is enough to mention the presence and domi- This explains then why it was applied to describing the aesthetic qualities of such phenomena that previously was lacking any sort of considerations of this kind. We will see on the following pages how this approach then influenced the categorisation and appre- were then converted in the more precise explication of the sublime phenomena and also influenced these landscapes' representations in artworks.
As with the high mountains in general, through the "domestication" of the Alps, so also the Northern landscapes -often identified with and celebrated through austere mountain scenery -started to become objects of aesthetic interest, especially after having found the relevant classification, the sublime, to describe the curious pleasure and "pleasing horror" they provided. Thus, as mentioned above, the examination of the division between the two regions which with good reason constitute our honour and our pride. And so the history and natural beauty of this, the land of our fathers, shall be the main subjects of our art -together they build a temple, and thus shall the work of our artists be also the worship of our Lord of Nature, the Almighty God. This is the path by which our art will achieve its goals, bestowing upon a beloved fatherland both honour and glory." 9
The Swedish King was not alone with his observation of the Nordic lands, i.e. being a place "not radiant in sunshine" though more adequate for seriousness both in life and art. A similar connection between the challenging landscape and national or "Nordic" identity was established in other countries too. Sigrun Åsebø draws our attention to a similar tendency in the history of Norwegian art:
"Spending time in the mountains is highly rated as a recreational activity and finding inner peace by overcoming the obstacles of nature and the body seems to be at the core of «Norwegianness»." 10 Just like in Iceland, where, as Auður Ólafsdóttir pointed out:
"Icelandic nature is not only a challenge for all the senses, it is also part of the national consciousness, and from it Icelanders derive part of their identity." 11 In fact this harshness of the lands is still an influential source for contemporary artists too. We can remember the Icelandic photographer Ragnar Axelsson's succinct conviction on artistic production, quoted in the article of Jörn
Glasenapp: "The worse the weather, the better the result." 12 The
Northern region was thus often set against the Mediterranean and this opposition was deeper analysed by numerous philosophers and art historians in the last three centuries, in order to describe and theorise the differences not only in the lifestyle, but also in the cultural production, the style of artworks and sometimes even in It is important to highlight, though, that it is not about a simple and delightful experience for its own sake, or a pleasurable exposure to Nature's impact. Instead of these, it is more connected to the ideas of the Romantic apprehension of Man's alienation from Nature that also leads to Nature's objectification and later exploitation. This process is an important aspect in the reception-history of Nature, and is profoundly analysed by several thinkers, among One of the key achievements of Northern Romantic philosophy and art is the comprehension that the experiences of the harsh, intensive and elemental forces of the powerful and sublime Nature result in strong direct emotional responses. Facing, encountering and being challenged by the sublime natural phenomena through demanding conditions will then lead to the desire of investigating both these factors and our responses to them, in order to position ourselves in -or against -the overwhelming Nature. 24 What is more, Nature was understood as "overwhelming," as well as sublime, not only due to its physical, but also because of its temporal infinity. Hence the endless forces of Nature, experienced in particular through the Northern landscapes, were manifesting the eternal essence and permanence compared to Man's limitedness in space and time. The Romantic understanding of the relationship between Man and Nature will thus interpret this in such a way that, nevertheless due to the objectification of and our alienation from Nature and nevertheless the fact that Nature's real essence remains out of our reach forever, the analyses of our emotional reaction to the sublimity of Nature's manifestations -e.g. while encountering its "wild" and "serious" aspects in the Northern landscapes -will still help guide us in our own process of self-interpretation.
When coming back to the initial considerations on the commonplace-like claim of Northern art as being characterised by a certain "closeness" to Nature I suggest that we should rather speak of a "close examination" of Nature and its powerful phenomena as being something typical in both classical and contemporary
Northern art. If we only said "closeness to Nature," it would over-simplify and diminish the real essence of these artworks. ways of the representability of this very power too. We also should not forget that the artist created this site-specific installation right in a museum that became world-famous also due to its perfectly harmonious staging within the enchanting natural scenery around the buildings. Once in the museum space, the constructed fragment of Nature became artificial, more precisely: the boundary between "natural" and "artificial" started to blur. Originally the stones and rocks were definitely natural elements and components, but constrained in an artificial space, intentionally and carefully designed by the artist. This is exactly how Olafur Eliasson aimed to draw the visitors' attention to the representability of the infinite natural forces. Even if setting the "landscape" in the museum might seem at first sight as limiting Nature itself -as if we could dominate it by confining its segment (the artificial landscape) within the walls -I think it is more fruitful to interpret it from the opposite direction:
as an attempt to challenge our belief in our faculty of grasping the essence of Nature's infinity through the means of art. And or "feel" in these representations as "closeness" to Nature is not the regained harmony -that is, as we know, not possible anymore -, much more the constant enquiry of these Natural powers that
give us the opportunity and strength of finding our new position.
We might not be in (harmony with) Nature, but have at least a new affinity to (re)define our present state through and by being exposed to Nature. Therefore, it is definitely worth visiting "Mother Nature's exhibition," once we are invited. 
* Dedicated to Éva

